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Build on global learnings

Cross-functional collaboration is key
Governments are increasingly
viewing mobility start-ups as
entrepreneurial partners, and
not competition. Continued
collaboration with innovators
is now a high priority.

We expect more successful crossfunctional partnerships between
governments, research institutes
and mobility providers to grow and
identify new market opportunities
together, which in turn enable
appropriate and timely regulation
linked to society’s key goals.
Governments must work closely with
manufacturers to understand optimal
systems for different environments.
Understand the limitations and the
opportunities. To make ambitious
programs like the Drive Me trial work
well, cross-functional collaboration
is essential.

View mobility
start-ups as
entrepreneurial
partners
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Don’t regulate too early
While internationally, bills
relating to connected and
automated vehicles are in
the late stages of being
gazetted, innovators advise
regulators not to regulate too
early. Regulation will need to
dance carefully to allow for
innovation. The guidance
received during the visit is
to keep regulation open until
an issue is proven. Allow
inventors time to test and
navigate the capabilities.

Enable an environment where the
incubation of ideas is comfortable for
innovators. Nashville, Tennessee is
an up and coming technology centre,
replacing Austin, Texas who Silicon
Valley now deem too restrictive to
operate in.

In Sweden, the Drive Me and Drive
Sweden initiatives are shaping
regulatory reform for self-driving
vehicles in Sweden, and the Ministry
are confident that it has most of what
is required for developing the next
generation transport system.

International governments agree
that there should be no patchwork in
the implementation of regulation for
connected and automated vehicles.

International manufacturers suggest
nations review their import rules
to make it as easy as possible
to process automated vehicles.
Importing large volumes for use as
fleets was highlighted as a priority.

There is a heavy dependence
on the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration in the US as
federal safety regulator to provide
a consistent framework. Currently
safety guidelines are voluntary while
they await the 8 year process to
confirm the safety standard.

Build on global learnings
Currently there are regulatory
lag times in many global
jurisdictions to get trials up
and running. Internationally
many trials have similarities.
An observation made by delegates
from the study visit is that there is
an opportunity for true international
collaboration to better understand
trials and investigations already
underway. Federal and State
Governments are well-positioned
to build on global learnings to focus
on local challenges and produce
valuable trial results all jurisdictions
can share.

Developing a list of common global
challenges to explore can offer an
efficient way to receive information
sooner to develop strategies to
evolve infrastructure, shape
transport and urban transport
planning frameworks and inform
investment decisions to enable
the driverless future.
San Francisco’s shuttle bus trial
on Treasure Island, Sweden’s Kista
Urban ICT Arena, Drive Me, UK
AutoDrive, ADAS&ME, NordicWay
and Uber automated vehicle trials
are a handful the world has on show.

Develop a list of
common global
challenges
to explore

Cities have the power
US Federal initiatives such
as Smart City Challenges are
inspiring cities to develop
visions that transform urban
mobility. San Francisco may
have missed out to Columbus,
Ohio, but has benefited
because it accelerated the
introduction of programs to
advance car-pooling, deliver
on vision zero goals and fund
automated vehicle bus trials.

While much of the regulatory power
generally sits within Federal and
State Governments, many local
municipalities are using grass
roots initiatives (such as ‘Every
Place Counts’) to work out how
to rationalise city space, reduce
the need for private vehicles and
revitalise urban spaces.
The challenge is now an opportunity
for urban planners to accommodate
smart mobility options within limited
urban spaces. Planners working
collaboratively to blend community
need with access to reliable
transport, and adapt to private
enterprising ambitions, can provide
vibrant cities settings for continued
investment in transport enabling
assets and technology.

Add to that, millions of car parks that
for years have swallowed up valuable
city space are expected to be
released back to the people.

Driverless has
the potential to
rebuild living
cities into peoplecentred cities

Data is the new oil
The automated vehicle
will progress only as fast
as its ability to connect to
the intelligence it needs to
operate safely. The nextgeneration mobility services
will not only come in the form
of vehicles; a cloud system
where data can be shared in a
cross-functional way and new
innovative services can be
developed will take place.

Hence, the collection, use and
sharing of real-time data is now
the cornerstone of not only the
driverless system, but the future
of intelligent mobility.

Cyber security is of concern; however,
governments continue to go beyond
best practice in information security
to develop strategies to protect
their information.

The ether is filling fast with
connected clouds that act as
data interchanges between public
and private enterprise. Private
customers enjoy value-added and
personal services, while public
clouds continue to feed information
important to protect society’s key
goals. For example, connected traffic
clouds protect safety of road workers
and assist to manage traffic.

There is an opportunity to unlock
valuable information for public benefit
as a condition using the road asset
to deliver a mobility service.
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Freight
The recent European Truck
Platooning challenge was
ground-breaking in that six
truck manufacturers sent
their test fleet to a common
meeting point in Rotterdam
as part of the Dutch European
Union presidency.
Many countries worked to amend
their legislation to enable the trial
to take place. The productivity, fuel
efficiency, safety and environmental
benefits achieved during the
challenge, offering great returns on
investment for commercial vehicle
manufacturers, are now shared
across the world.

Driverless shuttles in semi-public
environments operating at low
speeds are another. Automated
haulage systems in mining already
take advantage of driverless benefits
by running independently in
closed environments.
Now Scania are playing a key role
in new collaborative research
involving 30 partners and 11 different
countries dedicated to finding out
how human users interact with
automated vehicles.

Truck platooning is expected to be one
of the early embedded applications of
driverless technology on public roads

The 9 million Euro project known
as ADAS&ME will investigate the
capability and constraints that
people have as they relate to
driverless technology to build trust
and human proficiency in working
together with automated vehicles.
Many use cases are being developed
and are likely to be shared by 2020.

Drones and hyperloops
Although the use of drones
for commercial deliveries is
increasing around the world,
there was little evidence of
planning by governments for
the broader use of drones in
the transport task.

Google and others
continue their research
investment in drone
technology with
better control systems
and heavier loads
now possible

Google and others continue their
research investment in drone
technology with better control
systems and heavier loads now
possible. Regardless, it is clear
that the use of drones will continue
to be market led.

for working transport trials at this
stage, and the first governments
to embrace the potential use of
Hyperloops have been the United
Arab Emirates for a link between
Dubai and Abu Dhabi, and the
Indian government.

California is clearly leading the
Hyperloop world with a number of
pod prototypes being trialled at the
test track, including one developed
in Australia. Although based in
California, Caltrans had no plans

It is clear that the use of Hyperloops
for freight movement is closer to
reality than passenger movements.
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Options for governments
To accelerate Australia’s
ability to take up the benefits
of connected and automated
vehicles, there are several
practical options that
governments may wish
to consider:
Establish a position early on
	
the key goals for society that
government wish to pursue by
investing in enabling driverless
technology and smart mobility
solutions
Work to achieve community
	
buy-in to key goals and objectives
associated with connected
and automated mobility, with a
particular focus on betterment
Establish a commercial mindset
	
and begin to become an
entrepreneur for the people
Take a leadership role to facilitate
	
cross-functional innovative
partnerships with and between
governments and industry
Keep regulation open until an
	
issue is proven
Set up a favourable local
	
regulatory environment to
incubate start-up innovators
across Australia
	Review import processes and
associated procedures to
facilitate the import of innovative
technology and goods to bring
smart mobility online sooner
	Develop data sharing
methodologies where public and
private enterprise can exchange
relevant information to mutually
benefit all stakeholders

Find a mechanism to establish
	
true international government
collaboration – particularly to
share global learnings to inform
local investment in research
and development
	Develop a list of common global
challenges and seek to share
investment and return with
partnering nations – to reach
a society goal sooner

Shape the scope and
	
organisation of cross-functional
government departments to
drive national co-ordination
and establish consistency
sooner for the management and
administration of connected and
automated vehicles in Australia
Facilitate the set up in Australia of
	
additional large-scale driverless
trials with the world’s industry

Define the capability we need from
	
existing infrastructure to enable
smart mobility within 10 years

Keep under review the use of
	
drone technology as a part of
the transport task

Capture value from the use of road
	
space and road infrastructure to
reinvest into roads

Keep under review the
	
development of Hyperloop
technology to support the
Australian transport task, and
particularly the freight task.

Evolve existing road user charging
	
models to ensure that the models
we choose can survive the
transition to a driverless world
without private motorists. The
ultimate road user charging model
may not be vehicle miles travelled
but lease concessions to fleet
operators for the road space
they use. This would also remove
government from directly charging
road users.
	Expect that within 30 years
our current road agencies
may, in operational terms, be
replaced by private sector fleet
operations managing government
concessions
Set cities to work by challenging
	
their transport aspirations and
mobility goals – to create national
momentum
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Further reading
	California Department of Motor Vehicles, Deployment of automated vehicle for public operation
www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/dmv/detail/vr/autonomous/auto
	California Department of Transportation, Road Charge Pilot Program
www.dot.ca.gov/road_charge/
Lyft launches in 100 more cities, Tech Crunch
	
www.techcrunch.com/2017/03/09/lyft-just-met-its-goal-of-launching-in-100-new-u-s-cities-in-2017/
Uber Pool
	
www.newsroom.uber.com/uberpool-stories-from-around-the-world-june-2016/
Lyft Line
	
www.lyft.com/line
 raffic21, A Smart Transportation Research Institute
T
www.traffic21.heinz.cmu.edu/
 K AutoDrive
U
www.ukautodrive.com/
 ATEway, Greenwich Automated Transport Environment
G
www.gateway-project.org.uk/
ARUP, Future of Highways
	
www.driversofchange.com/projects/future-of-highways/
Swedish Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation
	
www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-of-enterprise-and-innovation/
	Drive Sweden
www.drivesweden.net/en/organization
Ericsson, Digital key shapes future car connectivity
	
www.ericsson.com/en/press-releases/2017/4/digital-key-shapes-future-car-connectivity
Scania Truck Platooning
	
www.scania.com/group/en/tag/platooning/
Scania contributes to European Commission ADAS&ME
	
www.adasandme.com/
For updates, visit www.roads.org.au/transportreform
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